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FOSHAN TUPO MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD. 

ADD：No.1 South Shengli Road Pingzhou Industry Park Nanhai District Foshan City Guangdong China.  

Tel:+86 18675713755 (Hexy) 

FAX: +86-757-86790492  

Mail:sales1@tupo-machinery.com 

Website: http://tupo.linyue168.com/ 

Specification and Price of Automatic Rendering Machine (FOB Guangzhou) 
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Tupo

-2 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed:Apr.45m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 5m 

Dimension:1350*800*500mm 

Weight:180kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase 

Voltage:380v 

Power:1.5kw 

Feeding mortar by 

manual control 
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Tupo

-4 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.45m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension:800*650*550mm 

Weight:130kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage:380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

Shift machine 

conveniently when pass 

door or concrete beams 

of ceiling, no need to 

disassemble directional 

pipes. 
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Tupo

-5-10

00 

Rendering Thickness:5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.50m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension: 1000*650*550mm 

Weight:140kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage: 380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

New Alluminium Alloy 

main unit and stainless 

steel directional pipes. 

Original gear rack 

driving system enable 

output of main power is 

more peaceful and 

stable. 

Less failure rate. 
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Tupo

-5-12

00 

Rendering Thickness :5-30mm 

Rendering Speed: Apr.55m²/hour 

Rendering Height:  Standard up to 3.5m, 

Special up to 4m 

Dimension:1200*650*550mm 

Weight:150kg 

Electricity Phase: Three Phase / Single 

Phase 

Voltage: 380v/220v 

Power:0.75kw 

Higher productivity, 

Bigger working area. 

New Alluminium Alloy 

main unit and stainless 

steel directional pipes. 

Original gear rack 

driving system enable 

output of main power is 

more peaceful and 

stable.Less failure rate. 
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About Us 

FOSHAN TUPO MACHINERY 

MANUFACTURER CO.,LTD locates in FOSHAN city 

of Guangdong Province China, where it is about 50 

minutes from Guangzhou Airport and about 30 minutes from Canton Fair complex by 

car. The company focuses on the new innovative machinery in construction industry 

and keens on the research & development and manufacture of rendering machine for 

more than 9 years. We are the original inventor of Automatic Rendering Machine with 

5 invention patents for now and are still applying for more patents for our new 

generation machine. We have a strong R&D teams to make us hold the lead in wall 

plastering industry, though we are always being imitated.  

    We persist in the enterprises spirit of Breakthrough, Innovation, Responsibility 

and Win-Win. Welcome the partners from all over the world, mutually create the future 

and the magnificence!  

To learn more about our company and products, welcome to contact us.  

 

TUPO Machine  

– The new creation of wall plastering industry.  

– The original inventor of automatic rendering machine in the world!  

–The patented and qualified rendering machinery through out all over the world!  

–The earliest manufacturer and seller of rendering machine in the world!  

– Selling to more than 30 countries all over the world!  
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In March 18th, Song Qing Lu, Dadukou District, the sprinkler is flushing the pavement. 

The special photography many horse 

Report from our correspondent 

(reporter He Xin) in March 18th, the reporter learned that, at present the main city of 90% in our city roads realize mechanized cleaning, greatly reduces the labor intensity of sanitation workers and the risk coefficient. 

The 18 day around 2:00 in the afternoon, reporter in the Dadukou pine green road to see, a sprinkler front jet water columns, the pavement of the garbage into the roadway edge, another modeling and watering car 

similar to the "big guy", installed in the vehicle through the bottom of the "cleaner" roadside "dirt into your will stomach". 

Dadukou District municipal garden Bureau relevant controller introduces, this is the district this year to vote with the sanitation "new weapons", can be 16 hours of dual class homework every day. 

The city sanitation bureau management supervision department responsible person disclosed to reporters, not Dadukou District, since 2010, our city more and more urban roads realize mechanized cleaning, urban 

roads at present machine sweep rate reached 90%. This year, the city has also allocated 50000000 yuan in urban environmental protection dust control special funds, specially used for urban districts is equipped with 

mechanical cleaning equipment. 
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